Abstract: The present invention provides methods of treating or preventing disorders or conditions associated with enterostatin deficiency by administering to a subject in need thereof an effective amount of enterostatin. The present invention also provides methods of selecting a subject for therapy with enterostatin. Exemplary disorders or conditions associated with enterostatin deficiency include overweight, obesity, metabolic disorders, hypertension, lipid related disorders, and type II diabetes.
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Group 4: claims 1-7, 9, 11-26, directed to a method of treating or preventing a disorder or condition associated with enterostatin deficiency in a subject, comprising administering enterostatin to the subject, wherein claim 7 is limited to SEQ ID NO: 2.

Group 5: claims 42-69, 71 and 73-83, directed to a method of treating or preventing a disorder or condition associated with enterostatin deficiency in a subject, comprising a) determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject, and b) administering enterostatin to the subject, wherein claim 69 is limited to SEQ ID NO: 2.

Group 6: claims 1-7, 10-26, directed to a method of treating or preventing a disorder or condition associated with enterostatin deficiency in a subject, comprising administering enterostatin to the subject, wherein claim 7 is limited to SEQ ID NO: 3.

Group 7: claims 42-69 and 72-83, directed to a method of treating or preventing a disorder or condition associated with enterostatin deficiency in a subject, comprising a) determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject, and b) administering enterostatin to the subject, wherein claim 69 is limited to SEQ ID NO: 3.

The inventions listed as Groups 1-7 do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because under PCT Rule 13.2 they lack the same or corresponding technical features for the following reasons:

As to Groups 1-3, the special technical feature of Group 2 is determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject, which is not present in Group 3 that have a special technical feature of administering enterostatin to the subject;

the special technical feature of Group 1 is determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject;

the special technical feature of Group 3 is a) determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject and b) administering enterostatin to the subject, which is not present in Groups 1 and 3.

Finally, determining the amount of enterostatin in a sample from the subject is not an improvement over the article entitled "Plasma Enterostatin: Identification and Release in Rats in Response to a Meal" by MEI et al. (OBESITY RESEARCH July 2002, 10(7): 688-694) that teaches the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method for determining a level of enterostatin in blood (pg 689, col 2).

Thus, unity of invention is lacking between Groups 1-3.

As to Groups 4 and 6, under PCT Rule 13.2, unity of invention exists only when there is a shared same or corresponding special technical feature making a contribution over the prior art. The common technical feature of the listed groups is a polypeptide with enterostatin activity of SEQ ID N9:1, SEQ ID N9:2, or SEQ ID NO: 3. However, this is not an improvement over the direct submission AAL40733 to GenBank by ZUBERI et al. (01-FEB-2005, Retrieved from the Internet on 11.01.2007<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi?db=protein&id=17530175>) that teaches cofactor for pancreatic lipase encoding the pentapeptide enterostatin and comprising SEQ ID N9:1. Thus, the shared technical feature cannot function as a novel (special) technical feature to maintain unity of invention between Groups 4 and 6.

As to Groups 5 and 7, unity of invention between them lacking for reasons set forth for Groups 1, 4, and 6.

As to Groups 4 and 5, unity of invention between them lacking for reasons set forth for Groups 1 and 3.

As to Groups 6 and 7, unity of invention between them lacking for reasons set forth for Groups 1 and 3.

Therefore, unity of invention between Groups 1-7 is lacking, because they do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature.
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